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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Is Prepping Still A Hot Market?  

 

By Nicholas West 

What is Prepping? 

When the reality show Doomsday Preppers aired its pilot episode          
in 2011, the critical reviews were mixed at best. But as soon as             
the ratings started coming in, it became evident that the show had            
tapped into concerns harbored by a wide swath of the public, or at             
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least a deep curiosity about what drives certain people to prepare           
for the worst. 

Over the ensuing 4 seasons, “Doomsday Prepper” became a         
household term – whether the show had been viewed or not. The            
term was used as much to define a certain lifestyle, as it was a              
pejorative toward those gun-toting “worry warts” who       
overprepared based on end-times proclamations that never       
seemed to get the actual timing of their predictions correct.  

However, one thing is undeniable: prepping became a much more          
popular topic thereafter and wound up spiking the market in all           
types of prep gear, storable food, survival training courses, off-grid          
living and bunker-building of varying degrees. 

One interesting aspect is to look at the age group most intrigued            
by the show. Viewership numbers put the main demographic at          
25-54, with an average of 44 years old. This confirms my own            
interactions with a number of people in this age group as well as             
those much older.  

When I have asked the older folks in my life why their age group is               
largely unrepresented in the ratings, they universally responded        
that they couldn’t understand why Prepping (capital P) was a          
“thing” at all – in their minds they just called it daily living. This              
group, born in the wake of WWII rationing, would use terms like            
“frugal” or “make-do,” and that was about the extent of any           
acknowledgement toward a certain preparatory mindset. Having       
actually lived through a type of end-times scenario, it wasn’t about           
what was looming on the horizon, it was about improvising,          
adapting and overcoming what had arrived directly on their         
doorstep. The same can be said about those who lived during the            
Cold War where backyard bomb shelters and school drills were an           
unavoidable reality. 
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As we’ll see, there are many reasons to believe that various           
sub-trends and new perceptions about what prepping is will         
continue to drive us to new levels of interest. 

A Gathering of Trends 

These days, we have an endless media cycle that for its own            
survival often needs to hyperbolize every situation, creating a         
“Boy Who Cried Wolf” repetition that can create equal measures          
of constant panic and motionless apathy. This has become         
commonly known as “Doom Porn.” And we do currently have our           
fair share of it. 

● Catastrophic flooding that is hampering food production and        
raising prices. ✅ 

● Diseases affecting meat production. ✅ 
● Perennial flare-ups with Iran/China/Russia/North Korea/pick     

your “rogue nation.” ✅ 
● Imminent Recession/Economic Collapse. ✅ 
● EMP/Cyberattack grid and Internet takedown. ✅ 

A trade war can be added to the list, and it’s already having a              
particularly heavy effect on American farmers and consumers.        
We also have a looming election, which has been cited as a            
potential short-term catalyst for renewing interest in prepping, on         
top of other current political concerns.  

In an article titled “The Doom Boom: Inside the Industry’s          
Explosive Growth” we see some visual evidence for this, backed          
up by a statement from survival author and emergency instructor,          
Charlie Harwood: 

“A lot of [the industry's recent growth] is based on the current            
culture at any given time," Hogwood told me. "People get          
excited about things like the election, and that causes things          
to get bigger.” 
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Image: Google Trends “Prepping” Worldwide 2004 – Present 

Is that an “Obama spike” in 2012? And is that a dip following the              
election of Donald Trump? Retailers in the space believe so. 

“The whole industry kind of took a little pause after the           
election of Trump,” said Brandon J. Garrett, director of         
marketing at The Ready Store, which sells a wide range of           
prep products online and via catalog. “I think everyone was          
kind of waiting to see what kind of leader he was going to be              
and where he would take the country.” 

[…] 

When Mr. Trump won, “sales started a downward decline,”         
Mr. Allbee [Emergency Essentials] said. “In short summary,        
what we understand is when the left is in power, the right            
panics.” 

Although, later inflammatory tweets from the president sent preps         
back through the roof, according to MarketWatch: 
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"[Kim Jong Un] has managed to spike our business         
unbelievably," said Keith Hillen, owner of doomsday       
equipment store Prep and Save in California. "We've had the          
largest days we've ever had. Our business [has seen]         
between a 200% and 400% increase."  

The “survival” trend chart clearly confirms this:  

 
Image: Google Trends “Survival” Worldwide 2004 – Present 
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Hillen also highlighted his customer base: 

Hillen says "upper class" consumers — "doctors, lawyers,        
architects" — make up much of his customer base, adding          
that "the other big group is military... because they know          
what's going on out there." Sales are up "every time there is            
a fire, flood, earthquake, or any type of terrorist or nuclear           
attack." 

We also can’t ignore the impact that the Mayan end-days          
prediction of December 21, 2012 might also have had, further          
showing how many disparate sources and worldviews can        
contribute to this overall trend. 

A little more than a year following the introduction of Doomsday           
Preppers, information collected and analyzed by 24/7 Wall St.         
asked the question “Who is Making The Most From Doomsday          
Preppers?” The article reflected the origins of the type of          
consumer noted by Keith Hillen above. The title of the article           
alone demonstrated the impact that the reality show had on the           
popular perception of prepping, but what that translated to in          
terms of financial impact was startling. According to their         
numbers, nearly 4 million preppers had created a multi-billion         
dollar industry that was only starting to become properly         
calculated.  

One of the main problems, as their study notes, is that many of             
the items sought by anyone in preparation for the “big one” are            
often the same items that appear on everyone’s weekly shopping          
list. Not to mention commodities like gold, silver and other          
precious metals and collectibles that are also multi-purpose        
purchases. However, when the indisputably “hardcore” items were        
tallied, we see the following snapshot of a sharply rising Prepper           
category. 
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Food storage. Companies that previously had focused on        
72-hour bug-out emergency preps transitioned to far longer        
storage options. Meal plans with shelf-lives of decades started         
selling in the many thousands of dollars per order. Military-style          
MREs became more popular even as a 3-month supply could sell           
for nearly $2,000. Pre-packaged seed banks started selling out.         
Incidentally, Costco has since introduced its own mega-prep kit         
priced at $6,000. 

Water. All types of water collection, filtration and purification         
products spiked. Iodine tablets, in particular, became a hoardable         
item. 

Clothing. End-times clothing isn’t cheap. As 24/7 Wall St. notes,          
a high-grade Haz-Mat suit could be as costly as an Armani suit,            
“anywhere from under $1,000 to $3,000 or more.” Add in gas           
masks, all-terrain footwear and all-weather clothing for survival        
and hunting, and the costs rise – especially if trying to equip an             
entire family. 

Shelter. Companies selling everything from “tents to fortresses.”        
For those embracing the most comprehensive elements of        
survival, it usually involves establishing a plan to go mostly – if not             
completely – off-grid. This can make the above preps look paltry           
by comparison when we take into account the need for some form            
of sustainable shelter, including a generator, solar panels,        
batteries and the like. At the most extreme, we find survival           
bunkers that can range from the tens of thousands to the many            
millions of dollars. 

Media and Education. The proliferation of media sites –         
mainstream and alternative – that cover every aspect of         
preparation was timely as the barriers to entry fell greatly with the            
emergence of better free blogs and nearly free full-scale websites          
that offered easy monetization and product placement. This        
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undoubtedly helped to reinforce the interest that a show like          
Doomsday Preppers helped to spark. It also diversified general         
interest into many different prepping mindsets, allowing inclusion        
for those who don’t want to identify themselves as Doomsdayers.          
This of course needs to be married with all of the attendant            
survival courses, online seminars, prepper conventions and other        
educational products and services. 

Security. If you have a stash, you need to protect it. And if your              
family is on-site, immediate physical protection becomes       
paramount. The exact reason for guns and weapons sales isn’t          
easy to pin down, but 24/7 Wall St. cited reports from gun dealers             
that some of the bullet shortages that emerged were most          
probably from “hoarding.” Naturally, a stash of multiple guns and          
weapons, along with ammunition is another several thousand        
dollars on average. Add in security cameras and alarms and the           
cost multiplies. 

I think what becomes clearest from the outline above is that a            
quick ramp-up of prepping activity is not for those who are           
struggling financially. But it might equally be indicative of a certain           
type of Prepper that has arisen out of popular instead of more            
practical interest. Instructor Charlie Hogwood specifically      
commented on this aspect of the trend when speaking to Fortune: 

“Sometimes it’s like a toy store, and people buy stuff          
because they like it.” But in a real survival situation, “the           
more you know, the less you have to carry. A lot of people             
don’t know much and think they can buy their way out of it.”             
He sees some of the extremism surrounding the prepping         
industry as hype, maybe even fearmongering. “It’s so much         
more fun to worry about martial law than a hurricane. People           
like zombies as a marketing tool.” 
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Perhaps this helps explain a further high-end aspect to         
preparedness that the real estate market has taken note of.          
According to Realtor.com “the apocalypse has become big        
business.” Their comments underscore the financial commitment       
necessary for the large-scale prepping efforts that were outlined         
above: 

The business of disaster readiness is getting higher-tech,        
higher-priced, and way more geographically diverse, with       
state-of-the-art underground shelters tricked out with      
greenhouses, gyms, and decontamination units in the       
boondocks and the latest in plush panic rooms in city          
penthouses. 

Welcome to the brave (and for some, highly profitable) new          
world of paranoia. 

Call it what you will – one person’s paranoia is another person’s            
threat assessment. Realtor.com points to the 30%-50% spike in         
panic rooms that resulted shortly after the San Bernardino         
shooting and the terrorist attack in Paris. 

People are “just more aware” of potential threats, says         
Gaffney of his clients, many of whom don't consider         
themselves preppers. “It's a growth market.” 

That paranoia has also been fueling business at construction         
company and safe room installer GoNavco Corp., a Troy,         
NY–based safe room installer. 

Owner Joe Navarra began installing panic rooms several        
years ago after requests began pouring in. Now this         
burgeoning portion of his business is up about 50% over the           
same time last year. 

Off-grid properties have seen a commensurate spike: 
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For example, sales at American Redoubt Realty, a real         
estate firm nestled in the heart of prepper country in northern           
Idaho, are up 50% over the same time last year, says real            
estate agent Todd Savage, who specializes in such        
transactions… 

His buyers are looking for very specific, “100%        
self-sustainable,” rural properties, at least 10 acres and up,         
says Savage. 

This trend has continued right up the wealth ladder even to those            
at the very top. A sub-trend of “billionaire prepping” has emerged,           
particularly in Silicon Valley. On the surface, the concept of          
“uber-rich prepping” seems to be an oxymoron, but apparently         
one can’t put a price on the struggle for self-preservation.          
Billionaires apparently have their own form of apocalypse to         
contend with; namely one where civil unrest spurred by economic          
collapse (possibly related to A.I. replacing human workers) puts         
starving masses outside their gates. 

The Daily Mail examined “Why doomsday prepper billionaires are         
building huge underground survival bunkers in New Zealand in         
case of the apocalypse.” 

At least seven Silicon Valley billionaires preparing for        
apocalyptic events have installed survival bunkers in New        
Zealand over the past two years. 

Fearing nuclear war, pandemics or violent social unrest        
targeting the rich, the tech entrepreneurs have constructed        
elaborate contingency plans to flee the US. 

The 150-tonne bunkers, which cost up to $11.5million and         
are buried four metres underground, are made by Texas         
bunker manufacturer Rising S Company. 
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[…] 

New Zealand's doomsday reputation has attracted      
billionaires such as PayPal co-founder Peter Thiel, who        
bought two properties, one equipped with a panic room. 

Setting up contingency plans to fly to New Zealand has          
become a hot topic at Silicon Valley dinner parties, with          
some such as Thiel going public with their plans. 

Another unnamed venture capitalist told one gathering he        
has a 'go bag' filled with guns on a motorbike waiting in his             
garage. 

In the event of an emergency he will speed through traffic to            
a private jet, and fly to Nevada where another plane is           
waiting in a hangar. 

Given the complexities of motivations and the economic overlap         
between many different industries, the initial estimate of “4 million          
preppers” has risen much higher in later studies.  

A much more recent study cited evidence that 160 million is the            
more likely number of those who have purchased some form of           
survival gear or consider themselves to have been preparing. The          
chart also reflects the attention paid to events in news and politics. 
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The generational numbers also confirm what was witnessed        
during the Doomsday Prepper boom – those who are over the           
age of 54 probably have been preparing all along as a way of life,              
rather than recently “becoming Preppers” based on having been         
swayed by current events and potential imminent emergencies. 
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The U.S. might have helped to popularize the prepping category          
through the vehicle of reality TV, but several nations have long           
had official policies to encourage their citizens to adopt a prepper           
or survivalist mindset, and not only those with a history of military            
confrontation like North Korea, Russia or the U.S. More recent          
examples highlight some of the most peaceful. 

Sweden always sits near the top of the Global Peace Index, but            
just last year issued a booklet to every single household that has            
the ominous title “If Crisis or War Comes.” As you can see in this              
newly released fascinating video, “Sweden’s Crisis Preppers” are        
part of growing movement across the country that is concerned          
about potential spillover from recent geopolitical developments       
with their neighbors.  

 

https://youtu.be/YCAJofc4ajM 

Getting back to basics and a “return to the old ways” is a constant              
theme throughout as people begin to reflect on some of the skills            
and knowledge lost during the transition to a modern digital age           
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dominated by peace. This is mirrored by the actions of the           
government itself as it has undertaken plans to restore its          
abandoned national pastime of “total defense,” which was a         
system of countrywide bunkers designed to house all 8 million          
citizens if necessary. For some, the memories of the financial          
crisis of 2008 are still fresh which serves as another ongoing           
motivation to build personal food supplies and acquire new skills. 

Norway has a 12-page guide which states that it is “the safest            
country in the world but still vulnerable.”  

 

In recent years we have also seen the growth of urban agriculture            
across the world, many times encouraged by government        
programs. It is a newer form of prepping that has become a            
necessity as modern society has moved away from personal         
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agriculture and into more dependent city environments based on         
access and convenience as a perception of value. This is a global            
phenomenon that has much less to do with politics and more to do             
with new economic realities. 

Smithsonian Magazine was among the first to take note in 2010 of            
The Rise of Urban Farming in 2010: 

More people than ever are growing food in cities, which          
happen to be where most of the world’s people now live. In            
windowsills, on rooftops and in community gardens, they’re        
burying seeds in Havana, Kinshasa and Hanoi—and in        
Chicago, Milwaukee and Atlanta. Novella Carpenter’s 2009       
memoir, Farm City, trumpets the value of raising chickens,         
pigs and bees—in Oakland. 

Urban farming is a response to a variety of pressures. Large           
parts of the developing world are facing shortages of water          
and arable land, the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization         
says. Governments and other sponsors have supported       
urban food-growing projects in Cuba, Colombia, Botswana       
and Egypt. In the developed world, small-scale urban farms         
are seen as an antidote to industrialized agriculture’s        
excesses, including chemical fertilizers that pollute      
waterways and the high costs, both monetary and        
environmental, of transporting food to urban markets. 

That last point is a salient one that we have seen play out strongly              
during the 10 ensuing years since that article was written. A           
commensurate trend in consumer backlash against a corruption of         
the food supply, epitomized by companies like Monsanto, have         
people looking for ways to support local food sources. This isn’t           
always classified as prepping, and yet it forms the basis for           
self-sufficiency that underpins all preparatory efforts. 
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An emerging trend of community gardens was noted by The Dirt,           
where it could be said that, as of 2012, every state in the U.S.              
could claim to have a dedicated community garden. 

At the Greater & Greener: Reimagining Parks for 21st         
Century Cities conference in New York City, Laura Lawson,         
ASLA, Professor and Chair of the Department of Landscape         
Architecture at Rutgers University, described how urban       
agriculture has experienced explosive growth in recent       
years. According to a survey produced by the American         
Community Gardening Association and Rutgers University,      
community gardens are now found in all 50 states. Some          
445 organizations responded to the survey, listing a total of          
9,030 gardens. Of these organizations, 90 percent have        
seen increased demand over the past five years. Also, some          
39 percent of the gardens listed were built just in the past            
five years. These organizations have a variety of goals,         
including food production and access, social engagement,       
nutrition, education, and neighborhood revitalization. 

The availability of new technologies fortunately makes it easier         
than ever to grow a sustainable amount of food without having a            
large property and large storage space. Urban cultivators, grow         
cubes and smart gardens (the Internet of Farming) all cater to           
apartment-sized locations. Rooftop hydroponic gardens have      
become more prevalent. Aquaponics has advanced, becoming       
much easier to manage at all sizes. 

And here, too, we are seeing some areas of the world look to             
promote citizen cooperation by transforming unused public spaces        
into productive growing areas and vertical farming facilities. Such         
initiatives aim at curbing the effects of poverty as well as inner-city            
crime. Guerilla gardeners have infiltrated urban areas as a way to            
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show that community cooperation and self-sufficiency can work        
with nature even in the concrete jungle.  

Urban farms may indeed be the future of food production, and           
once again highlights the shifting trend toward providing stability         
during potentially unstable times ahead: 

The urban farming movement continues to grow and evolve         
as social entrepreneurs develop new technologies that       
enable food to be grown in the most unlikely places. Vertical           
farms are springing up everywhere from rooftops, to office         
lobbies, to World War II air raid shelters. 

 

At Pasona’s urban farm (Tokyo) staff can harvest their own food for lunch. |              
Konodesigns.com 

Closing Thoughts 

Whether one’s apocalypse comes from the Bible or as a          
metaphor, it’s clear that prepping continues to become far more          
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diverse demographically, as well as in the options for         
preparedness. With entire nations taking up the mantle of         
prepping as a matter of national security, and new economic          
realities demanding shifts toward self-sufficiency in its myriad        
forms, any stigma associated with the paranoid mountain man         
sitting on a pile of beans and guns is likely going to continue being              
removed. And if the daily news continues its breathless politicized          
version of events real and imagined, overall sales for anything          
even loosely connected to prepping is only going in one direction.  

Based on the Google Trends chart, it looks like we are still in the              
calm before another storm of intense interest in prepping.         
Investors should be positioning themselves in the coming months         
for any number of concerns that could deteriorate into panic          
buying. As entrepreneurs and advocates of self-sufficiency, we        
should be looking to offer our own contributions toward a trend           
that embodies the self-reliant lifestyle, and profit while doing so.          
Stay tuned:  #PassivePrepping. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Decoding Bitcoin Cults 

 

By Vin Armani  

Bitcoin is religion. 
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I have long believed that the phrase above is a statement of fact.             
I’ve publicly claimed that Bitcoin is religion (or “something like          
religion”) many times in the past. I am not alone. Most of my             
favorite thought leaders in the space, people like Chris DeRose          
and Daniel Krawisz, share my sentiment. In his 2017 presentation          
from the 2017 Future Of Bitcoin Conference in Arnhem,         
Netherlands, Peter Rizun, Chief Scientist at Bitcoin Unlimited        
opens his talk with the following remark: 

I had a really interesting conversation with one of the          
founders of ZCash at the Consensus conference in New         
York last month. He said that cryptocurrency is more         
theology than science. In science we start with a null          
hypothesis and an attitude of skepticism, and then make         
observations on the reality around us. In theology, we start          
with scriptures that we believe to be divine and then twist           
and contort our observations to make it appear that those          
scriptures remain unchallenged. 

What is remarkable about Peter’s excellent presentation is that         
he, as a professional scientist, admits that he too approaches          
Bitcoin, in many ways, as a religious adherent, unable to fully           
separate his observations from his ideology. I’ve found this honest          
approach to be the most beneficial for my own explorations in the            
entrepreneurial space that cryptocurrency is ever-steadily      
expanding.  

In this article, I want to talk about the manifestation of the various             
scriptures – Bitcoin cults – and offer some lessons I’ve learned as            
I’ve sought to profitably decode the ideologies. 

Let me first begin by making it clear that my analysis in this article              
is meant to be read as quantitative, not qualitative. I am not using             
the word “cult” as a pejorative term. In the context of Bitcoin, I             
define “cult” quite innocuous as a system of religious beliefs and           
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ritual. The definition I am using for “religion/religious” is similarly          
academic: 

A religion is a unified system of beliefs and practices relative           
to sacred things, that is to say, things set apart and           
forbidden – beliefs and practices which unite into one single          
moral community called a Church, all those who adhere to          
them. – Émile Durkheim, Elementary Forms of Religious        
Life (1912) 

According to Durkheim, you know that you are witnessing religion          
when you see a community of people give certain, generally          
somewhat arbitrary, beliefs or practices special value. The        
particularity of that value system unites the community. That         
united community is what Durkheim calls “a Church.” So, to          
Durkheim, a practice such as solemnly committing ritual        
cannibalism by eating the flesh (cracker) and drinking the blood          
(wine) of a long-deceased individual would be a mark of a           
religion. Durkheim would likely say that a communal outrage at          
the burning of a particular piece of cloth (the US flag) would be             
evidence of the existence of a Church. Certainly Bitcoin         
denominations (pun intended) each have their own “sacred        
things.” Recognizing the boundaries of the sacred, for an         
entrepreneur in the space, is the key to having your product or            
service gain celebratory acceptance by a given Bitcoin cult. 

Although many different cryptocurrencies have their own       
associated cults, it is most useful, for our purposes, to compare           
and contrast the three Bitcoin cults: Bitcoin Core (BTC), Bitcoin          
Cash (BCH), and Bitcoin Satoshi’s Vision (BSV). When we use          
the term “cult,” clearly we are talking about the humans involved           
in the community which circles what Durkheim referred to as the           
“totem.” The totem is, ostensibly, the network of nodes which          
exchanges identify by the three-letter ticker symbols listed above. 
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The individuals with the most religious fervor in each Church are           
referred to as “maximalists.” A maximalist is defined as an          
individual who has complete devotion to a single ticker symbol          
(“the one true Bitcoin”) and displays an active aversion to any           
other ticker symbol or network (“altcoins” or “shitcoins”).        
Observing maximalists helps us decode where the Churches        
differ in their approach to the sacred and the profane. 

The BTC/BCH split in November of 2017 had many surrounding          
narratives and justifications. In terms of exposing the sacred, the          
split made clear that, for the BTC cult, the average user being            
able to “run his (or her) own node” is a sacred belief. Running             
one’s own node, with the orthodox software implementation,        
Bitcoin Core, is a sacred ritual for a BTC maximalist. Limiting           
block size to 1 MB, it was said by BTC maximalists, ensured that             
users could run Bitcoin Core on very inexpensive hardware, such          
as a $30 Raspberry Pi.  

We see this sacred belief reflected in the scaling solution that has            
become the orthodoxy for the BTC cult, the Lightning Network. In           
order to participate in the Lightning Network and be in complete           
control of one’s own funds, a user must run a Lightning Node. The             
only way a user can participate and not run a node is to select a               
custodian of funds to run a node for them. While there are other             
memes and rituals which the BTC cult holds sacred, the most           
concrete behavioral ritual is the running of one’s own node. 

CasaHODL, whose CTO is notorious BTC maximalist, Jameson        
Lopp, provides an example of an entrepreneurial opportunity        
targeting the BTC cult demographic. 
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Casa markets its flagship product, the Casa Node as: 

Run your own piece of the decentralized web with a small,           
plug-and-play box in your home. No coding required. 

Why use Casa Node? 

It’s the fastest, simplest way to run your own BTC and           
Lightning Node. Make and receive payments while       
strengthening the network. 
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Most cult members are not coders or even proficient enough with           
a command line to be able to compile and run their own Bitcoin             
Core or Lightning instance. For $300 per year (that’s right, it’s a            
yearly subscription), CasaHODL lets even the non-technical       
display their faith. Both Bitcoin Core and Lightning software         
implementations are free, open-source. The hardware powering       
the Casa Node is essentially two Raspberry Pi equivalents         
(maybe $75 retail after tax and shipping). Add in a few cords and             
a plastic case ($30 or so). The margins are fantastic. If you are             
going to make a play for this market, however, realize that your            
success will hinge largely on a blessing from the high priesthood           
of the orthodoxy. Basically, you’d be smart to go out and get            
yourself a Lopp. 

BCH maximalists (which some might argue describes yours truly)         
do not view running a node as a sacred practice. The sacred            
belief that drove the Bitcoin Cash side of the split is right there in              
the name. For BCH maximalists, it’s all about actually spending          
BCH. It is in creating transactions that transfer some amount of           
value from one person to another that a member of the BCH cult             
participates in the orthodoxy. Ultra-low fees (under 1 cent USD)          
are of prime importance to the BCH cult because this encourages           
more spending. The BCH cult pioneered “tipping apps” which         
enable users on many social media platforms (including Twitter         
and Reddit) to send each other small amounts of BCH. My own            
company, CoinText, which allows this sort of “tipping” via SMS,          
was wholeheartedly embraced from day one by the BCH cult. I           
personally believe that spending Bitcoin is sacred. I believe that is           
what will change the world. This is why you see the most            
advanced wallets being developed by the BCH cult. Bitcoin.com,         
which is the biggest enterprise which supports our Church, has an           
ever-increasing number of ways that you can send and receive          
BCH available on their web platform and mobile apps. Upgrades          
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to the BCH consensus rules, which culminate in a planned hard           
fork every 6 months, are generally centered around new and          
more efficient ways to create and broadcast transactions. 

Any business or project that facilitates easy spending of BCH,          
particularly if it is at speed, across great distance, and results in            
onboarding (converting) a new user, is going to get a very positive            
reception from the BCH cult. I personally am passionate about          
these types of projects. 

The sacred beliefs of the BSV cult are just beginning to manifest.            
BSV maximalists intrigue me to no end because BSV, unlike          
BTC and BCH, is a clear cult of personality. While, in rivalrous            
exchanges, maximalists of a particular camp will often call out or           
seek to denigrate the thought leaders (priests) of other cults, it is            
only within the BSV cult that maximalists endlessly lavish praise          
and give deference to a single individual. That individual, of          
course, is Craig Wright; a man who claims to be Satoshi           
Nakamoto. In this way, the BSV cult looks the most like a            
traditional religion (Craig Wright has a Doctorate of Theology).         
Before BSV split from BCH, in November of last year, a subset of             
the BCH community began using applications that used the BCH          
blockchain for things other than sending money. The best         
example of this phenomenon is Memo.cash (now supporting BSV         
at Memo.sv), a “blockchain social network” with a feel reminiscent          
of Twitter. Memo and other similar projects, use the Bitcoin          
blockchain as a store for non-monetary data. This use of the           
Bitcoin blockchain is severely frowned upon by BTC and BCH          
maximalists but it is a key part of Craig Wright’s vision for the             
future of BSV, a concept he calls Metanet. The idea behind           
Metanet is to, essentially, “put the entire internet on the Bitcoin           
blockchain.” This has become the most sacred activity of the BSV           
maximalist: storing data – photos, videos, video game ROMs – on           
the BSV blockchain, increasing the size of blocks far beyond          
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anything that will conceivably be needed by BTC or BCH nodes           
(which overwhelmingly handle standard monetary transactions)      
for many years to come. 

I’ve not yet seen a business model emerge around facilitating the           
upload of non-monetary data to the BSV blockchain. However,         
nChain and CoinGeek, the two entities in control of majority          
hashpower on the network, do actively invest in such projects,          
even if they don’t have a clear path to revenue. So, there is             
definitely capital, coming from the high priests of the orthodoxy,          
ready to compensate those who help facilitate the sacred ritual. 

Money is community. The only reason why the paper fiat in your            
pocket is worth anything is because there is a community of           
people who all agree on its value. The same goes for Bitcoin. The             
stronger the sacred beliefs of a community, the more faith exists           
in the Church, the better change a cryptocurrency has to maintain           
its value.  

There is no need, as an entrepreneur, to approach cryptocurrency          
cults in a cynical manner. I’ve found that it is much more            
rewarding to examine the ideological choices and pick a faith to           
which you actually find pleasure in adhering. Bitcoin provides a          
wonderful opportunity to build world-changing businesses and       
have a community of people give you positive feedback for doing           
so. There will be more Bitcoin cults in the future, a greater variety             
of choices for Bitcoin entrepreneurs. Each one is a manifestation          
of that most special revelation of Satoshi Nakamoto. 
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WEALTH 

The Value Of DIY 

 

By Jeff Paul 

The filet mignon steaks sizzled as I opened the grill. Flames           
danced ferociously around the meat. Dinner was ready. It's our          
most expensive home-cooked meal. Five premium cuts of beef,         
mashed potatoes, and roasted garlic and Brussels sprouts. Plus a          
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bottle of wine for us and a few sodas for the kids. Total cost of               
around $50. At a decent restaurant, a single equivalent meal          
would cost that much, making the bill north of $250 for five            
people. 

The small act of preparing our own meals illustrates the financial           
value of DIY, but there are many more benefits to DIY –            
especially for agorists. 

The growing "do it yourself" (DIY) movement employs the ethic of           
self-sufficiency through completing tasks without the aid of a paid          
expert. Economic necessity and anticonsumerism seem to be the         
driving forces. However, even if we live with abundance, DIY          
projects still offer substantial value that contributes to our overall          
independence and wealth. 

DIY is integral to agorism. As a refresher, agorism is          
counter-economic activity aimed at eliminating dependence on       
and support for the State. Counter-economics is any human         
action outside the reach of the State. 

When Samuel E. Konkin III first devised the concept of agorism,           
he noted two distinct but intersecting paths: vertical and horizontal          
agorism. 

As more people reject the State’s mystifications —        
nationalism, pseudo-Economics, false threats, and betrayed      
political promises — the Counter- Economy grows both        
vertically and horizontally. Horizontally, it involves more and        
more people who turn more and more of their activities          
toward the counter-economic; vertically, it means new       
structures (businesses and services) grow specifically to       
serve the Counter- Economy (safe communication links,       
arbitrators, insurance for specifically “illegal” activities, early       
forms of protection technology, and even guards and        
protectors). Eventually, the “underground” breaks into the       
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overground where most people are agorists, few are statists,         
and the nearest State enforcement cannot effectively crush        
them. 

Samuel E. Konkin III, An Agorist Primer 

Interpretations of Konkin's concept of vertical and horizontal        
action add some clarity. 

Agorist and independent journalist Derrick Broze writes: 

Konkin starts by describing the counter-economy as growing        
horizontally in the sense of an increasing amount of the          
mainstream population turning their activities towards the       
non-statist economy. Vertical growth, in the Konkian sense,        
involves the actual creation of counter-institutions to the        
statist counterparts. This means building alternatives not       
only to the economic power centers via alternative        
currencies, but alternatives to the deadstream corporate       
media, the corporatized food production systems, the       
compliant academic centers, and the growing non-profit       
industrial complex. 

My reading of “horizontal” refers to actions that give you and your            
community more independence. Horizontal action includes DIY       
projects, supporting local producers, buying from gray markets,        
and anything that makes you and your community more         
self-reliant. “Vertical” refers to actions that are entrepreneurial –         
building businesses, institutions and networks to expand the free         
market. 

In short, “horizontal” is the decentralization of basic human needs          
through self-reliance, and “vertical” is the infrastructure to reach a          
wider community. An example of horizontal action is growing a          
garden and sharing your bounty with neighbors. A vertical action          
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is selling your abundance for cryptocurrency at the farmers         
market, or using Craigslist or OpenBazaar. 

Professor of Entrepreneurship and Free Enterprise, Per Bylund,        
writes that combining the two could be quite powerful: 

Even though Konkin’s concept encompasses such actions       
and local networks for self-reliance, it does not stress their          
importance. While the community technology approach is       
applicable to a certain area in which people live and work,           
counter-economic action is not necessarily geographically      
bound; and while a strong local community does not need to           
trade with the “outer” world, there is no assurance that the           
practice of counter-economics would identify the advantages       
of providing important services locally. 

Counter-economic networks would grow much stronger if       
combined with the insight of Karl Hess that people are able           
to and benefit from taking over the production of essential          
goods and services locally. Imagine the web of        
counter-economic actors combined with sovereign     
communities with production of foodstuffs and technology       
exceeding their internal demand. That combined      
counter-State movement for personal benefit and profit       
would provide a powerful adversary to the State.  

DIY projects are counter-economic. They're human action not        
sanctioned by the State. As such, DIY has many benefits beyond           
saving money.  

Here are six benefits to DIY: 

Improve Quality of Life 

DIY improves the quality of your life. 

Tomatoes at the grocery store are terrible. They have no aroma           
or flavor, and the texture is often mush. A fresh-picked organic           
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tomato from a garden is always remarkably better than anything          
at the store (in season or not). You literally cannot buy a tomato             
as good as you can grow yourself. Same goes for fresh chicken            
eggs. 

Growing a garden and preparing whole foods are simple DIY          
examples that improve the quality of your life while saving money.           
Fixing broken things and creating anything useful obviously adds         
quality too. 

Save Money 

The primary direct benefit of DIY is saving money. In case you            
haven't noticed, labor has gotten expensive. You'd be lucky to get           
your lawn mowed for less than $100. 

 

Trading time for money is the norm for the vast majority of people.             
Working a regular job is exhausting. Cooking from scratch after a           
long day's work is usually the last thing we want to do when we              
get home. But reserving enough energy and free time to engage           
in DIY projects is worth the extra effort whether it be cooking,            
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cleaning, repairing, gardening, building something, or creating a        
business. 

It's fairly simple to calculate how much money we save on any            
given project. However, it's easy to fall into the trap of comparing            
how much money you make per hour at “work” to how long it will              
take a DIY project in order to see if it's worth your time. Given the               
other benefits listed here, it's almost always worth your time. 

We prepare the meal discussed above, premium steak with         
fixings, about four times a month. Although we could get equal           
quality at restaurants, it would cost around $1000/month for a          
family of five. Not very practical. The savings by cooking it at            
home is equal to monthly grocery costs or two car payments. 

Avoid Taxes 

Jack Spirko of the Survival Podcast inspired me to make my own            
hard apple cider and mead to avoid sin taxes on alcohol. I get             
great satisfaction out of depriving the mafia a large cut of the            
fermented drinks we consume. For smokers, buying bulk tobacco         
and rolling your own is another clear example of how DIY can            
avoid some of the heaviest taxes. 
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A host of other taxes can be avoided with DIY projects. In            
particular, any task you do that typically requires a professional          
saves on labor taxes and other government fees. Growing and          
cooking your own food starves the State in countless ways          
between sales tax and numerous other taxes and license fees          
built into restaurant prices. 

Experience and Learning 

Have you ever driven around for months without air conditioning          
in your car? It's hot and sticky and the road noise is loud with              
windows always open. I know almost nothing about cars so when           
the air conditioning stopped working in our cars it was really           
annoying. I imagined it required a semi-expensive appointment        
with a mechanic. So I delayed and delayed. Then one day my            
brother (who's a contractor and handy AF) showed me how to           
recharge the air conditioner myself with a few cheap items from           
Walmart. As the refreshed cold air blew on my face, I was            
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embarrassed at how simple it was. I should've Googled it a long            
time ago. But now I know how to do it forever and have a stronger               
instinct to solve problems myself. 

DIY projects give us experiential and intellectual capital. I've         
written a lot about hidden forms of value (capital). Most people           
only recognize “financial capital” as a measure of wealth.         
Experience and knowledge are less visible assets but result in          
barter-able skills. 

Additionally, they are compounding assets. In other words, the         
experience and knowledge gained from each DIY project makes         
future jobs easier with better outcomes. 

Today is the Golden Age of DIY. You can learn how to do             
practically anything from YouTube. Video instructions make it so         
simple that there are few barriers to completing even the most           
complex tasks. 

Set A Good Example  

My oldest son and I recently built a new chicken coop together.            
It's the third coop he's helped me build for our family chickens            
over the years. He grew to love building things which has led to             
construction jobs and volunteering work. Now he has a side          
hustle on Craigslist offering to build custom chicken coops and          
raised garden beds. 
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Doing DIY projects around your children and others inspires them          
to learn to solve problems themselves. Like how my brother          
inspired me after recharging my car's air conditioner. It's         
contagious. 

Confidence 

With each DIY project my confidence grows to tackle new          
challenges. The lack of confidence is the reason I never sought to            
fix the air conditioning. Since then, I replaced a broken side mirror            
on a car and it looks good as new. 
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The value of confidence gained through DIY is hard to pin down,            
but I'm convinced it's essential for success in many areas of life.            
The deep satisfaction that comes from completing a project and          
enjoying the results (eating a great meal or using the finished           
product) is priceless. 

Conclusion 

Even if you make a comfortable income, DIY should be part of            
your wealth strategy because of the many benefits. And it's an           
essential part of being an agorist. 

More home-cooked meals, garden veggies, chicken eggs,       
homemade hard apple cider, developing new products, and        
expanding my businesses are on my DIY agenda for 2019.  

What's on yours? 

Tell us on our new private Telegram group chat for subscribers. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 
 

 

Bitcoin action came in fast and heavy last month. The $6000 price            
level we advised you to keep an eye on last month was taken out              
May 8th, and the price rocketed higher to $9000 by the end of             
May. This was a monster 50% move that went practically straight           
up. Since then, prices have pulled back a little to the $7800 level             
we’re at today. Heavy volume and volatility appear to be back, as            
we’re seeing swings of 20% or more daily in Bitcoin and all the             
other alt-coins in the market.  

Over the past 3 months we’ve seen Bitcoin prices climb from           
under $4000 to $9000, a better than 100% gain on an asset class             
that’s been left for dead by the mainstream media. The near-term           
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bottom looks to be in, as investors and traders are buying the dips             
and look to be gearing up for the next move higher. 

Sentiment in the market appears to be shifting as well, as a recent             
hack on Binance (one of the world’s largest exchanges) had          
barely any impact on the overall cryptocurrency market. In the          
past, had an exchange like Binance mentioned they lost $40          
million to hackers, we would have seen a market-wide sell off with            
prices tanking across the board. The effect this time was different,           
though. Binance mentioned it, stated they’d cover the losses with          
their internal reserves, and that was it. Bitcoin and the rest of the             
market continued as if nothing was wrong. The fact that bad news            
is no longer tanking the market is a recent shift, and indicates the             
sell off is more or less over.  

On the news front we have Fidelity announcing they’ll offer          
institutional Bitcoin trading in a few weeks. Bakkt is now slated to            
launch in late July, and Facebook has reiterated their plan to           
launch a Facebook Coin that its 2.7 billion users can trade           
through their platform and through WhatsApp. 

We also have indications from the US government that         
cryptocurrency is being viewed as a legitimate asset class, with 2           
pro-blockchain groups pushing back against the IRS. The        
Chamber of Digital Commerce, along with the Congressional        
Blockchain Caucus have been pressuring the IRS for more clear          
rules and guidance with respect to cost basis, treatment of forks,           
and so on. The IRS has indicated it will release updated guidance            
within a few weeks.  

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  
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Silver Update 

 

May was another slow month in the silver market. Since the pop            
up above $16 in February, prices have been slowly consolidating          
here. We did see a nice double bottom off the $14.40 level last             
month, which sent prices up to about $14.90 in a matter of days.             
The 50 cent move may not seem like much, but in the current             
silver market it’s actually a rather significant move.  

Trade wars are being ratcheted up with China, as new tariffs are            
being announced every other week. We now also have tariffs on           
imports from Mexico as well. The cost of these tariffs are passed            
along to the end consumer ultimately, so the market responds by           
dropping as consumers will have less discretionary income to         
spend. As the market drops, traders run to gold and silver, which            
we did see happen between 5/28 and 6/4, as both gold and silver             
saw significant moves higher.  

A lot of investors are ready to toss in the towel with gold and              
silver, as the rally that started back in February hasn’t seen any            
followthrough to speak of. However, it’s important to remember         
that silver should be viewed more like portfolio insurance than          
anything else. December 2018 was the worst we’ve had in the           
equities market since the Great Depression, and gold/silver held         
up fine, tacking on a 6% gain by late January. Now that market             
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fears have subsided, the interest in portfolio insurance has died          
down.  

But geopolitical tensions are on the rise around the world. We’ve           
got Brexit, the imminent collapse of the Euro, North Korea’s sabre           
rattling, tariffs, Iran conflict, the upcoming heated US election, and          
a variety of others. Any of these events could provide the catalyst            
that silver needs to kickstart the next move higher.  

Even if tensions around the world don’t flare up, gold and silver            
are still forms of money that can’t be manipulated and have their            
purchasing power inflated away like the US Dollar can. At the           
current price level, silver is still a bargain and a safe place to park              
some capital for the various just-in-case scenarios.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, you can find great             
prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (July 2019) 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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